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Many Of The KJV Only People

hypocritically "sneak read" modern translations to find out what the bible is actually saying because they can't understand the KJV! IF the KJV was "perfect" or even understandable, there would be no need for that!

Beloved KJV Family:

Just continue lying to them. Keep telling them you can understand the KJV, I lie all the time too and it often succeeds for me. That will work best for my kingdom. See you in the lake!

-Your Father, The Devil

The KJV presents the true God as a sinful god, who needs to repent of evil, just like hell bound people do!

"And the Lord repented of the evil which he thought to do unto his people." (Ex. 32:14, kjv)

The KJV only people have a misplaced air of superiority emanating from them, based on the bible translation they identify themselves with - one which they can't even understand, but want all others to also read, who won't be able to understand it either! WEIRD!
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The KING JAMES BIBLE reads => "For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way." (2 Thess 2:7)

** The KJV is highly DECEPTIVE there! The Greek word translated "letted" in 2 Thess. 2:7, KJV actually means the OPPOSITE of "let" (allow) in our day! A much more accurate translation of 2 Thess. 2:7 is found in all of the modern reputable translations!

The KJV ONLY CULT

It doesn't take long for the condemning, demeaning and irrational KJV propaganda to surface from the KJV Onlylite towards a Christian who uses a reputable modern translation.

The KJV Onlylite who MIsuses Rev 22:19 to condemn all other translations (and those reading a non-KJV translation) to eternal damnation, as that verse does, implies that he believes Only KJV Onlylites Have Salvation.

That makes KJV Onlylism a CULT! and ludicrously implies that Rev 22:19 was meaningless until 1611 when the KJV first came into existence.

The KJV Onlylites are not able to understand the KJV translation, yet INSANELY rely on it alone for God's truth.

Moreover, they constantly try to force the KJV (and its incomprehensible archaic language) on others, who will also NOT be able to comprehend it either!

The "icing on the cake" regarding this same insanity is how they will also spread the lie that even a 10 to 12 year old can understand the KJV when they themselves cannot!

KJV Onlylism is INSANITY!